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Abstract
Although the genome for the archaeon Halogeometricum borinquense
has been fully sequenced, not a lot of time has been spent determining
which sequences represent protein-coding genes. I mapped the genome
from nucleotides 900,000-950,000 to determine the position of potential
genes using an Open Reading Frame Finder (ORF) program and found
55 ORFs that potentially code for proteins. I then annotated 4 of these
genes to deduce their function. To test my hypothesis that an identified
ORF codes for an actual protein, I compared ORF sequences in
Halogeometricum borinquense with known protein sequences in other
organisms using a variety of Bioinformatic programs.
To verify whether or not the gene HBOR_RS04875 codes for a protein,
I looked for homology with other proteins. I used a BLAST protein
search to compare the amino acid sequence of the potential genes to
sequences present in other organisms. In addition, finding significant
homology allows me to begin to ascertain the potential function of a
proposed gene by identifying homologous regions of known function in
other organisms. Due to common ancestry, similar DNA sequences can
be found in very different organisms.
I discovered HBOR_RS04875 has a domain named
M48A_Zmpste24p_like. A protein with this domain is considered a
type 1 CaaX endopeptidase from the Peptidase M48 subfamily A. This
protein has a domain homologous with an enzyme in humans called
ZMPSTE24. Mutations in ZMPSTE24 or in the protein that codes for
its substrate (prelamin A) result in laminopathies, one of the most severe
being Hutchinson Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS). Because
ZMPSTE24 interacts with nuclear lamina, and archaea do not contain
nuclei or appear to contain intermediate filaments, I propose a rescue
experiment to see if the archaeal gene can replace the eukaryotic analog
in yeast. If so, this could lead to further understanding of the complex
interaction between DNA and lamins.

T-Coffee: Tree-based Consistency Objective Function For alignmEnt
Evaluation

TMHMM: Prediction of transmembrane helices in proteins

Diagram comparing the generation of mature lamin A in normal cells to cells that are not able to
generate mature lamin A due to deficiency or mutation of the enzyme ZMPSTE24.

Hypothetical Experiment
The information from TMHMM shows HBOR_RS04875 crosses the plasma membrane 7 times.

WebLogo: sequence logo for protein

PSORTb- Prediction of subcellular localization

The information from PSORTb predicts HBOR_RS04875 is located in the plasma membrane of
the cell.

Results
Significant homology suggests that the protein is a peptidase from the M48
superfamily with a ZMPSTE24-like domain region, classifying this protein
as a type 1 CaaX endopeptidase containing a 7-pass transmembrane
region in the plasma membrane of the archaeon.

Methodologies
BLAST: Basic Local Alignment Search Tool

The programs T-Coffee and WebLogo show sequence alignments of HBOR_RS04875 with those
in other organisms, showing the significant amount of homology present.

Images showing the structure of an analog of HBOR_RS04875 (named Ste24p) found in the
yeast S. mikatae. Without this enzyme cleaving the C-terminal CaaX region of prelamin A,
mature lamin A cannot be synthesized.

The information from BLAST indicates that HBOR_RS04875 has similar sequences to proteins
from many other organisms.

CDD: Conserved Domains

The information from Phobius shows the potential location of a signal sequence at the Nterminus end and the number of transmembrane helices in HBOR_RS04875.
The information from CDD shows a conserved domain found in HBOR_RS04875 named
M48A_Zmpste24p_like.
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replace the homologous endopeptidase found in eukaryotes:
1. Insert gene from Halogeometricum borinquense into a plasmid
2. Bacterial transformation- insert plasmid into bacteria
3. Lyse bacteria colonies that contain the gene and isolate the DNA
sequence
4. Insert DNA sequence into yeast (eukaryotic cell) after
homologous sequence in yeast has been inactivated using sitedirected mutagenesis
5. Rescue experiment used to determine if inserted gene functions
in new host
6. If rescue experiment successful, pull down assay used to
determine if the substrate for the protein in Halogeometricum
borinquense is similar to prelamin A

Conclusions
The bioinformatics programs used support the hypothesis that the protein
coded by the gene designated at locus HBOR_RS04875 is a real protein
due to homology found in many different species. Evidence given by
CDD suggests the protein is a CaaX peptidase from the M48 superfamily
with a domain region analogous to the region found in the human enzyme
ZMPSTE24. Conservation of the gene sequence of ZMPSTE24 is
important for the production of a protein that is able to cleave prelamin A
so mature lamin A can be synthesized; lamin A is needed to provide
support of the nuclear envelope in cells and prevent laminopathies such as
Progeria. If the archaeal gene can rescue a knockout in yeast, the next step
would be to test if the protein from H. borinquense has a substrate similar
to prelamin A. If so, identifying this substrate could identify intermediate
filament precursors in archaea. It also could shed light on the role of
lamins in Progeria.

Multiple bioinformatic programs used

Phobius: Prediction of transmembrane helices and signal peptides in proteins

Determine if the protein in Halogeometricum borinquense is able to

Image showing the location of nuclear lamina in a eukaryotic cell. Lamins make up the lining of
the nucleus, and mutations in ZMPSTE24 that disrupt the structure of the nucleus can lead to
laminopathies such as Progeria.
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